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As part of GIA’s Corporate
Social Responsibility events,
Swing for Charity 2013 was
held for the 8th consecutive
year at the Tanah Merah
Country Club on 4 October.
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COVER STORY:

SWING FOR CHARITY 2013

A longstanding GIA Corporate Social
Responsibility event, Swing for Charity
2013 was held for the eighth consecutive
year at the Tanah Merah Country Club on
4 October. With more than 50 corporate
sponsorships secured, over $120,000
was raised for two beneficiaries,
Children’s Cancer Foundation
and Society for the Aged Sick.

EDITOR'S NOTE

In a flash, 2013 has ended,
wrapping up an intense year
of back-to-back activities and
events in the General Insurance
industry. The last quarter of the
year had been chock-a-block
with a bit of everything – from an
outdoor expedition to Pulau Ubin
and charity golf-swinging action
at Tanah Merah Country Club, to
indoor events such as the PDPA
briefing, networking sessions at
the GIP Alumni Movie Night, GIA
Appreciation Night and more.
Before we close the final chapter
on 2013, let us look back fondly
at the good times we have spent
together. This year’s GI Day on 18
October was probably the hottest
one yet, with amateur and home
cooks stirring up some serious
cooking action, competing fiercely
for the top prize. In the end, it
was the team from China Taiping
Insurance (Singapore) Pte Ltd
who stole the judges’ hearts
and palates with their innovative
dishes executed with superb
culinary skills. Chops to AIG
Asia Pacific Insurance Pte. Ltd.
and MSIG Insurance (Singapore)
Pte Ltd too who took second
and third place respectively.

A total of 36 flights were filled at the
event with 144 golfers. While the
golfers had a great time building
rapport with their teammates on
the 18-hole championship course,
they were also contributing their
efforts to help the less fortunate
with their generous sponsorships.
At the night’s dinner which was
accompanied by light entertainment,
the golfers were joined by invited
guests including GIA members and
past GIA presidents at the Garden
Banquet Room. They were given a warm
welcome by Mr. AK Cher (GIA President)
and Ms. Stella Tan (GIA Vice President
and Organising Chairperson of Swing for
Charity 2013). Mr. Eric Teoh, President
of the Society for the Aged Sick and
Dr. Tay Miah Hiang, Chairman of the
Children’s Cancer Foundation, gave
their thank you speeches to GIA.

On a more charitable front,
GIA raised more than $120,000
through our annual Swing for
Charity event, benefiting the
Children’s Cancer Foundation
and Society for the Aged Sick,
our chosen beneficiaries for
2013. Led by Ms. Stella Tan
(Organising Chairperson –
Tenet Sompo Insurance Pte.
Ltd.), this amazing effort was
made possible by the strong
support and coordinating skills
of the organising committee.
Here at GIA, we continue to be
humbled by your support and
contributions which spur us
to work harder and do more
to keep our industry informed
with current knowledge
sharing sessions and even
more connected through
networking events in 2014.
On behalf of everyone here at
GIA, we wish our members and
readers a very Happy New Year!
We couldn’t have made 2013 such
a wonderful one without you.

Dr. Tay also presented a handpainted
drawing by cancer stricken children to
Mr. AK Cher as a token of appreciation.
Trophies were awarded to the top three
performing golfers in two divisions
by Mr. AK Cher and Ms. Stella Tan.
Towards the end of the night, GIA
Executive Director, Mr. Derek Teo
and Mr. AK Cher collected close to
$8,000 more in cash donations singing
“Sukiyaki” with a group of Japanese
guests. With this, the event wrapped
up on a significantly high note.
For more information on Swing for Charity 2013,
please contact GIA secretariat glenn.chia@gia.org.sg
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Standing, from left to right:
Mr. David Chan (1994 – 1995), Mr. Terence Tan (2003 – 2004)
Mr. AK Cher (2013 – Current), Mr. Derek Teo (2005 – 2013)
Mr. Seow Nee Shek (2000)
Seated, from left to right:
Mr. Loo Sun Mun (1996 – 1997), Mr. Teo Kwang Whee
(1984 – 1985), Mr. Koh Bee Chye (1982 – 1983),
Mr. Peter Yap (1992 – 1993), Mr. Albert Koh (1998 – 1999)
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GI profile:
CHIEF EXECUTIVE officer

AXA Insurance Singapore Pte Ltd

Ms.

DOINA

PALICI–
CHEHAB
Our business is
to protect people,
their lives and their
possessions. Equally
so, businesses require
insurance protection,
without which
they cannot deploy
resources effectively to
grow the business and
thrive for the benefit
of all stakeholders.

Ms. Palici-Chehab, looking back at your
appointment to this position, can you share
with us your background and how you
entered the General Insurance industry?
I entered the industry in Germany,
starting with reinsurance back in 1983.
I moved to the AXA head office in Paris in
2000 and was in charge of the reinsurance
placements group-wide. My last three
years were spent in India as CEO of
AXA Business Services, a group entity
providing a wide range of insurance
operational services to AXA entities.
I have a Magister Artium in Philology
which I acquired in Romania followed by
an economics degree from the Deutsche
Versicherungs-Akademie in Germany.
Since 2012, I have been on the global
board of directors for the AXA Group,
representing the employee shareholders.

What are the three most pivotal
moments in your career?
The first was joining the company,
which eventually became AXA
in Germany. Amid a number of
changes in the company, I was
instrumental in implementing and
developing new internal structures
to enhance efficiencies. I learned
to deal with change and secure the
best outcome for the company.
The second most important moment
in my career happened when I was
in Paris implementing a new way of
dealing with reinsurance worldwide. We
centralised the structuring and buying
of reinsurance capacity, taking benefit
of diversification and mutualisation.
The measures we implemented in
early 2000 were game changing for
the industry and has brought to the
AXA Group a benefit of more than
€300 million since implementation.

The third pivotal moment was when I
moved to Singapore to take charge of AXA
GI Singapore. My past credentials and
experience in mature insurance markets
enabled me to quickly grasp local market
practices. This allowed me to focus my
energy in developing the business with
a strong focus on customer satisfaction.
Singapore and Asia are markets which
have become extremely important for
the AXA Group. We have had a very long
standing presence in Singapore and our
wish is to become the preferred insurer
in this mature and complex market.

In your opinion, how can GIA
contribute to the talent development
programme in the industry?
The Singapore labour market is very
tight when it comes to insurance
leadership and experienced technical
positions. Although much has been done
by GIA, SCI, SII and other professional
bodies with internship programmes
and professional training, filling these
important positions locally continues
to pose challenges as members of the
industry compete for talent. This issue
requires an industry-wide solution so that
in addition to an educational framework
for young people to develop themselves,
we can find more ways to help increase
the attractiveness of the insurance
industry for the next generation.

What learning experience can you share
with the young talent of today?
I would encourage young talents to
understand and embrace the fact that
insurance has a very noble purpose.
Our business is to protect people, their
lives and their possessions. Equally
so, businesses require insurance
protection, without which they
cannot deploy resources effectively
to grow the business and thrive for

the benefit of all stakeholders. This
activity creates wealth and wealth
helps to improve the lives of many
people. Insurance and social corporate
responsibility are very closely linked.

As CEO, how do you juggle the hectic
demands of work with your family?
I have now been in Singapore for almost
eight months and I must admit that I
haven’t had much time for my family!
I think the role of a CEO is to care for
his teams and his own family and find a
balance between work and private life.
Finally, I would like to have more
time to enjoy the culture of Singapore
and to participate in sports and
enjoy a healthy lifestyle.
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GI profile:
Managing Director &
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

INDIA INTERNATIONAL
INSURANCE PTE LTD

RAVINDRA

KUMAR
Mr.

If you weren’t in the industry,
what would you be doing?

Mr. Kumar, welcome to the General
Insurance industry in Singapore. Can
you share with us your background
and how you entered the Industry?
I spent my formative years in Chennai
in South India and was educated there,
reading Economics and History at
Madras Christian College. Shortly
after graduating, I joined the New
India Assurance Company in 1982 as
a Direct Recruit Officer, the first step
towards my three-decade-long
career in General Insurance, which
has taken me from Chennai to
Bangalore, Mumbai, Kolkata and now,
Singapore. New India Assurance is the
largest General Insurance company
in India so it was an excellent place
to cut my teeth in the business.
On the professional front, I have
completed the Associateship course
of the Chartered Insurance Institute,
London and am a Chartered Insurance
Practitioner. Most of my experience
in the last three decades has been
in Marine Insurance which remains
my passion and speciality.

How do you think the industry can
nurture young talent to understand the
importance of general insurance?
GIA has done its share to create
awareness and to attract students
to the industry by starting the Global
Internship Programme (GIP) a few years
ago. India International Insurance (III)
has wholeheartedly participated in this
venture and encouraged budding talent
by offering internships to promising
undergraduates. Our motto is to catch
them young so that these students can
bring fresh ideas to the work place. The
programme, which was first introduced
in universities, will soon be extended to
polytechnics, thereby diversifying the
talent pool. Our company will extend all
help to GIA to ensure the success of this
programme which will in turn enrich the
General Insurance industry in Singapore.
The misconception that prevailed
earlier – that a specialised degree in
insurance was necessary to work in
the industry – has been dispelled to a
great extent by the GIP. Awareness is
slowly dawning on fresh graduates that
much of the insurance sector is made
up of people from varied backgrounds
who receive training on the job and
accrue experience, contributing to their
success later on, just like in any other
industry. In fact, the insurance business
is one of few sectors that can boast of
such a diverse talent pool. I think we
need to reach out to young people by
participating in career fairs at schools
and universities, where we can inform
students first-hand of the opportunities
available in General Insurance.

Looking back, it is rather surprising
that I am in the insurance business
at all. My parents were both doctors
and I was expected to follow in their
footsteps. However, I realised very early
on that medicine was not my calling in
life. So, I decided to break away from
tradition and do a course in humanities.
Once I completed my degree, I was
accepted into the MBA programme of
a prestigious business school in the US.
Almost concurrently, I was selected as
an officer with the New India Assurance
Company. In those days, a job in a
government owned insurance company
was highly coveted. Upon weighing
my options, I decided that a career in
insurance would be more exciting, a
decision I haven’t looked back on since.
Had I not been in insurance, I suppose
I would have entered the corporate
sector as a business professional.

Our company will
extend all help to GIA
to ensure the success of
this programme which
will in turn enrich the
General Insurance
industry in Singapore.
What is your vision for the company
in the immediate future?
My first priority is to consolidate
the business and the position of the
company in this market. As you know,
III has carved a niche for itself in the
Marine Hull market, being the second
largest company writing this line of
business in Singapore. The Hull portfolio
accounts for more than 40% of our
overall business. I want to spearhead
growth in other segments, including
personal lines, and also change the
way business is conducted. We need to
keep ourselves abreast of the changing

times with insurance being transacted
in a wholly different way today. For
example, the use of credit cards and
online portals on mobiles and laptops to
make premium payments and download
insurance certificates. Unless we are
in tune with technology, we will find
that the world has passed us by.
The strength of any company lies in its
employees. III is no different. We boast
an eclectic work force that functions as
a cohesive unit and is responsible for
the way the company has progressed
in leaps and bounds. Having a wealth
of talent is winning half of the battle.
Motivating this group to take their
performance to the next level is part
of my plan. With competition being so
stiff, we cannot be caught napping.

As CEO, how do you juggle the hectic
demands of work with your family?
My wife and daughter still live in
Kolkata, India where my daughter is
in the final year of university. My son
has just completed his studies in the
UK. As you can imagine, keeping in
touch when your family is spread out
across the globe is a little difficult,
especially when you are in different
time zones. But I Skype with them
as often as possible and that’s the
next best thing to having them with
you. They have already made a trip to
Singapore and by June next year, they
will have moved here permanently.

When you are away from the office
and without your family around now,
time must hang heavy on your hands.
How do you pass your free time?
I don’t really have a lot of time on my
hands as I usually work at home too.
But when I do have some time for
myself, I like to indulge in reading. I’m
particularly fond of books on science.
As a fan of 60’s and 70’s rock music,
I usually unwind listening to songs of
the Beatles or Pink Floyd at the end
of a hard day. Needless to say, this
serves as the ideal stress buster.
These pursuits of mine help me
while away the leisure hours.
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talent outreach project:
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global internship
programme 2013:

NTU HASS CAREER, INTERNSHIP
AND SCHOLARSHIP FAIR 2013

GIP ALUMNI MOVIE NIGHT

GIA organised a GIP
Alumni movie night
at Golden Village,
VivoCity on 14
November 2013.
GIP trainers, mentors, Talent Outreach
Project speakers and ex-GIP interns
from 2008 to 2013 turned up for the
event. Overall, there were 64 invited
guests and interns networking among
themselves before the movie started.
Based on a true story, the night’s movie
“Captain Phillips” was selected to help
create awareness on piracy matters,
which is part of the coverage provided
under the Marine Insurance business.
quote by intern

GIP has given me unimaginable
exposure to the General Insurance
industry and let me make many
close friends over the years.
Attending the movie screening
has allowed me to meet up with
friends, and helped me understand
the many considerations and risk
assessment when underwriting!

As Singapore strengthens
its position as a global
hub for talent, general
insurers face increasing
challenges to attract and
retain the best technical
workforce in the industry.

Kwong Shiwei, GIP 2009 INTERN
quote by intern

Thank you GIA for organising
this event for us. Not only did we
get to keep in touch with interns
from our batch, we also forged new
friendships with interns from other
batches. It was a great experience
and we all enjoyed the movie night.

The Humanities, Arts & Social
Sciences (HASS) Career, Internship
and Scholarship Fair was held at
Nanyang Technological University
(NTU) on 1 November 2013. It attracted
some 35 companies with a keen
interest in young talent sourcing.
GIA was there to correct the mindset
of the younger generation on the
General Insurance (GI) industry while
promoting our talent nurturing initiative,
the Global Internship Programme
(GIP). This year’s interns from NTU
also volunteered to help promote
GIP to their fellow school mates.
A general survey was conducted at
the fair to find out more about people’s
perception of the GI industry. Alan Teo,
GIP 2013 intern, mentioned that it was
a good experience to be at the booth,
helping to create awareness by sharing
his own experience to potential interns.
For more information and to contribute
your effort as a Profiling Talk speaker,
please contact Cecilia.pay@gia.org.sg

Yvonne Chua, GIP 2011 INTERN

quote by intern

quote by intern

Many students are open to
opportunities in the GI industry
and this made it easy to approach
them. However, most are
unaware of the different lines of
businesses and various positions
that are available to them.

The main question that many
people raised was – what is General
Insurance? The social stigma
attached to the word “insurance”
is still quite prevalent, even among
university graduates. Perhaps
some sort of media campaign to
raise more awareness of GI will
help. Many seem quite interested
in the overseas element and also
the fact that there is a proper
structured training programme.

Benita Low, GIP 2013 INTERN

tan si jay, GIP 2013 intern

quote by intern

What better way to meet up with
fellow interns from different batches
over an insurance related movie!
“Captain Phillips” was exciting and
gave me insights into piracy within
the marine industry. I’m already
looking forward to the next event.
Kimberley Han, GIP 2012 INTERN
quote by intern

The movie highlights the importance
of risk management practices and
the danger of complacency.
Benita Low, GIP 2013 INTERN
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GI profile:
GIP ALUMNI 2010

ATRIUM INSURANCE AGENCY
(ASIA) PTE LTD
UNDERWRITING ASSISTANT

SHARING WITH US ON THIS EDITION
OF EX-GIP ALUMNI IS MS. LIU YE
(EX-GIP INTERN OF 2010) AND
MR. GOH SHU QUAN (EX-GIP ALUMNI
2011). READ ABOUT THEIR ROLES
AND THEIR PASSION FOR THE
GENERAL INSURANCE INDUSTRY.

FOURTH QUARTER ⁄ 2013

LIU YE
Ms.

Underwriting is very
interesting, but as a
new entrant, we need
to keep learning to
build up our knowledge
and professionalism.
Although the learning
journey is very long and
gradual, it is certainly
worth the effort.
Hi Liu Ye, can you please share with us
what made you sign up for the Global
Internship Programme in 2010 and how
you became aware of this opportunity?

Tell us a little about your experience
interning at Atrium and how it has
shaped you to become who and
where you are now.

This internship programme renders
us opportunities to learn directly from
very experienced underwriters and
senior management. This is a very rare
chance to be given to young interns.
In this aspect, GIA and MAS are really
making significant efforts to boost the
industry by introducing more young
talent and hopefully a stable manpower
source for the industry in the long run.
What’s more, it also provides us with
overseas exposure to see the world
beyond Singapore. By visiting a country
with more mature technical knowledge,
we can understand better the position
of the Singapore market as a whole.
Furthermore, stronger relationships
can be fostered with colleagues in
headquarters. By understanding and
working with them better in future, this
will definitely accelerate our learning.

Back in 2010, I joined Atrium as an intern
without any knowledge of insurance.
Gradually, training and learning on
the job helped me to understand more
about the business, structure and
principles behind underwriting. It goes
without saying that I am still learning
and have a long way ahead of me. Being
hands-on is one of the key factors to
speed up the learning process, that
is, if we take the ownership of the
tasks, think and analyse the rationales
and attempt to work independently.
Whenever possible, we should propose
our solutions or strategies and discuss
with underwriters to seek their advice.
That way, the underwriters can guide
us through the pros and cons of our
proposals. Be humble and willing to
learn through mistakes and as far as
practicality goes, keep to good practices.

What’s your role at Atrium and what does
that see you doing on a day-to-day basis?
As an underwriting assistant, I
assist underwriters with pre and
post underwriting tasks. Before we
underwrite a risk, we need to do some
analysis on pricing, rating, terms
and conditions and also to check on
sanction and compliance regulations
to ensure that we do not breach any
sanctions imposed by regulators.
Once we are on risk, I need to handle
endorsements and premium closings
and keep them well recorded in the
system and reconcile premiums.

Finally, what advice would you
offer to young talent who want
to embark on a career within the
General Insurance industry?
Underwriting is very interesting, but
as a new entrant, we need to keep
learning to build up our knowledge and
professionalism. Although the learning
journey is very long and gradual, it is
certainly worth the effort. It is very
crucial for the younger generation of
underwriting assistants to acquire
sound technical knowledge and build
good relationship with peers. In due
course, with sufficient knowledge,
experience and expertise, they will be
able to build Singapore into a more
matured market, further developing
and diversifying the business.
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GOH
GI profile:
GIP ALUMNI 2011

QBE INSURANCE (INTERNATIONAL) LIMITED
EXECUTIVE, AGENCY DIVISION

Mr.

SHUNQUAN
Hi Shun Quan, can you please share with
us why you participated in the GIP in 2011?
What made you sign up as an intern?
As a NTU student majoring in Actuarial
Science, I was certain that I would be
joining the insurance industry. However,
I was unsure which insurance company
would be the best fit. I chanced upon
the GIP booth during a NTU Career
Fair & felt that GIP would provide me
with a holistic internship experience
with the possibility of an overseas stint.
So I decided to grab the opportunity
and applied for the internship.

What is your first perception of the
General Insurance sector before
taking up the internship position?
Similar to some other students prior to
my internship, I had the preconceived
notion that joining the insurance industry
meant selling life insurance products
to friends and family members. GIP
successfully corrected this perception
by introducing me to other aspects of the
insurance sector like underwriting and
claims adjustments. GIP also highlighted
the dynamic and challenging nature
of the sector and enhanced my desire
to join the industry after graduation.

After being in the industry for the past 1.5
years, what inspires you to carry on?
Every day is a challenge as I get to
underwrite a myriad of different risks
from various clients which makes
my work interesting. In addition, the
satisfaction of knowing that the insured
has confirmed the quotation and
maintained a good claims record during
the insurance period also motivates
me to continue. I am grateful that
QBE has helped me to keep up with
the challenges by providing plenty of
learning opportunities in soft skills such
as leadership workshops and technical
skills like product knowledge training.

Never be afraid to
question anything and
everything, because
that is the only way
you will learn. The
insurance sector
may seem foreign
to some, but as long
as you maintain a
curious mind, there
will be plenty of
opportunities for you
to learn and grow.
If you can give new talent one word
of advice, what would it be?
Curiosity. Never be afraid to question
anything and everything, because
that is the only way you will learn. The
insurance sector may seem foreign
to some, but as long as you maintain
a curious mind, there will be plenty of
opportunities for you to learn and grow.
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MARITIME KNOWLEDGE
SHIPPING SESSION 26:

GENERAL INSURANCE & YOU

HULL &
MACHINERY
INSURANCE

HOW DOES IT WORK
IN THE REAL WORLD?
The 26th session of the Maritime Knowledge Shipping Series featured
three distinguished speakers.

To educate and further enhance
the public and motorists’ General
Insurance knowledge, GIA launched a
series of “General Insurance and You”
advertorials which ran in the “Invest”
section of the Sunday Times. The
advertorials were featured on the last
Sunday of four months, from 28 July
till 27 October 2013.
For more information on GI&U, please
contact Cecilia.pay@gia.org.sg

The last session of the Maritime
Knowledge Shipping Session 26 was
conducted on 20 November 2013 at
Capital Tower, Level 9. GIA Technical
Director, Mr. Jimmy Tan welcomed
all participants and introduced the
three distinguished speakers: Mr. Matt
Cannock, Chief Executive Officer of
Markel International Singapore Pte Ltd;
Mr. Ron Pereira, Director of Merid-Argo
Maritime Services Pte Ltd; and Mr. Alex
Pinto, Director of Charles Taylor Marine
and Richards Hogg Lindley. He went
on to thank them for their support and
contribution to the maritime industry.
Mr. Matt Cannock started the
session with an introduction to Hull
& Machinery (H&M) insurance and
how insurers play a vital role in
international trade and commerce.
He also briefed the audience on the
role of a H&M insurer and how to
facilitate ship-owners’ operations.
His presentation also covered rating
of agencies, cost of capital, balance

sheet exposures to insurers and
ship-owners as factors tied together
in the insurance policy by insurer.
The second speaker, Mr. Ron Pereira,
spoke on the roles of a H&M surveyor
and how the benefits are determined
based on the survey results. He
mentioned that to ensure full claim
benefits, claims when a casualty
occurs should be informed to insurers
immediately so that a Marine Surveyor
can be dispatched on site to assess
the situation. Marine surveyors
ensure fair and satisfactory claim
settlements for major casualties.
Lastly, Mr. Alex Pinto touched on the
roles of the Average Adjuster and how
it defines the Benefit, Apportionment
and Indemnity of ship-owners. The
Adjuster ensures that all claims,
whether under policies or against third
parties, are identified and assessed
as they place great emphasis on
customer satisfaction. The Adjuster

also helps to maintain and strengthen
the relationship between the insurer
and assured during the stressful period
of the casualty and final settlement.
A panel chaired by Mr. David Chin,
Executive Director of Singapore
Maritime Foundation, was formed at
the end of the presentations to field
questions from the attendees. The
session ended with a closing address
by Mr. Chin and tokens of appreciation
were presented to the three speakers.
For more information, please contact
jonathan.ooi@gia.org.sg
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INDUSTRY OUTREACH:

PERSONAL
DATA
PROTECTION
ACT
SEMINAR
The Personal Data Protection Act
(PDPA) Seminar was organised by GIA
for its members on the 29 October 2013.

It was held at the STI Auditorium of
Capital Towers and attracted some
120 practitioners. Among the invited
guests were the Personal Data
Protection Commission (PDPC) of
Singapore and Rajah & Tann LLP.
The seminar set out to clarify doubts
industry practitioners had on the
collection and use of personal
data from public consumers.
It also aimed to guide attendees
through the proper procedures and
recommendations on handling the
personal data of public consumers.
Executive Director of GIA, Mr. Derek Teo,
made the opening address with a brief
introduction of PDPA in other countries
and how they went about collecting,
handling and protecting the data.
Ms. Penny Phua, a representative from
the PDPC, gave an overview of the Act
and the impact it has on the General
Insurance business and products. She
also mentioned that the Do Not Call (DNC)
policy will take effect on 2 January 2014,
while Data Protection Provisions

will be in place on 2 July 2014. PDPC
had been formed to administer and
enforce the PDPA on 2 January 2013.
Mr. Steve Tan, Partner of Rajah & Tann
LLP, spoke next on the implications
of the PDPA on issues in the GI
industry. Underwriting, Claims, the
Agents’ Registration and Continuous
Professional Development (CPD)
Management (ARCM) System,
Insurance Fraud, request of information
from the police, Monetary Authority
of Singapore and other insurance
companies and lastly, use of client
personal data by agents are some of
the issues identified and explained.
The seminar ended with a Q&A session
which saw the speakers fielding
questions from industry practitioners.
For more information, please contact
waisan.choo@gia.org.sg
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industry outreach:

PULAU UBIN
A WONDErFUL EXPEDITION To

Collaborating with Raffles Museum of Biodiversity
Research (RMBR), GIA decided to venture into
one of Singapore’s last rural settlements — Pulau
Ubin — on 26 October 2013 for its Corporate
Social Responsibility event. The day also coincided
with our celebration of Earth Day 2013.
Gathered at Changi Point Ferry Terminal
on a fine morning, participants waited
in anticipation as some had never set
foot on the island. Participants who
had not returned to visit the island for
many years also looked forward to
reminisce a piece of Singapore’s past.
A short 10-minute bumboat ride was
all it took to ferry the eager participants
from mainland Singapore to Pulau Ubin.
With the mainland’s rapid development,
the younger generation had never
taken this sort of transportation
before. It was a good experience that
could not be taught by textbooks.
After they were assigned into teams
with volunteer guides, participants
headed out onto the “Sensory” trail.
The guides had everyone tasting
coffee fruits and herbs, touching soft
tree leaves, plants with leaves that
had a slimy coating and fishy smells,
taking in the scent of spices, hearing
the cicadas singing – wholeheartedly
appreciating the flora and fauna with
their eyes. It was an incredibly sensorial
experience with the guides generously

imparting their knowledge of the
sights and sounds around the island.
After the two-hour walk, participants
rested over lunch and prepared for
the second half of the event. A safety
briefing for the “Treasure Hunt” was
given by Tammy, a volunteer nature
guide from RMBR, on the dos and
don’ts. A list of items was then given to
each team, who had to prove that they
had found it on the trail demarcated by
the guides by either photographing or
bringing the item back to the meeting
point. After 20 minutes and chalking
up points for every item checked
against the list, the top three teams
were awarded prizes for their efforts.
The expedition concluded with a group
photograph and participants headed
back to mainland Singapore with a
sense of fulfilment in their hearts.
For more information, please contact
glenn.chia@gia.org.sg
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GI DAY
2013
industry outreach:

This year, GIA’s theme for General
Insurance Day 2013 was “The Heat is
On! GIA’s Gastronomic Challenge”. Held
on 18 October at Shatec Institute, nine
teams whipped up a stir vying for the
top cash prize of $1,500. A total of 18
contestants competed in the 90-minute
preliminary round cooking with two
main ingredients – fish and chicken.
With daring amateurs and hometrained chefs among the contestants,
the competition commenced in an
intense atmosphere. The judges –
GIA Vice President, Ms. Stella Tan,
GIA Management Committee Member,
Mr. Terence Tan, and GIA Executive
Director, Mr. Derek Teo – gave their
comments and scored each contestant
by taste, presentation and technique.
In the evening, the challengers were
joined by the main group of attendees
for a sumptuous dinner and cocktail
reception. Concurrently, the grand
finals also kicked off. After 90 minutes
of intense competition, with supporters
rooting for their respective teams from
the viewing gallery, three exquisite
dishes were presented to the judges. In
the hope of scoring more points, teams
were given the opportunity to describe
their dishes. Competition was tight
but there could only be only one grand
champion. Eventually, the team from
China Taiping Insurance (Singapore) Pte
Ltd took Gold while the team from AIG
Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd. took Silver. The
team from MSIG Insurance (Singapore)
Pte Ltd was awarded the Bronze title.
GI Day had met its aim of fostering
better industry cohesion, providing an
excellent platform for networking and
pushing the industry forward as a whole.
For more information, please contact
glenn.chia@gia.org.sg

quote by participant

Cooking for the first time in a competition feels very different compared to
cooking our daily meals at home. The most significant difference was not
knowing where all the equipment, sauces and seasonings were; we felt quite
chaotic at times. But we tried to keep our cool and be organised. We practised
a couple of times together and did our best on game day, and luckily we won!
Michelle Tan, Credit Department, China Taiping Insurance (Singapore) Pte Ltd
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industry outreach:

A NIGHT OF

APPRECIATION
Every year, GIA hosts “An Appreciation
Night” to thank industry practitioners
and stakeholders for their support
and contributions.

Attendees included ex-GIP interns,
TOP speakers & trainers, GIP mentors,
GIA committee members, stakeholders
and many more.

This year, guests were welcomed by the
rustic ambience of The Wine Company
located at Evans Road on 13 December.
Performers Jack and Rai entertained
with music from the 70’s & 80’s while
guests enjoyed a specially catered buffet
spread accompanied by premium wine.

The night was filled with laughter and
exchange of warm greetings. The night
ended happily on a sweet note with guests
taking home jars of home-made chocolate
chip cookies from the GIA Secretariat.

FOURTH QUARTER ⁄ 2013

industry bulletin:

GI FRAUD CAMPAIGN
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